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International High Dividend ADR Equity Strategy
Q4 2018 Commentary
Market and Economic Review
Global equity markets experienced weakness across the board in Q4 2018, driven by a sell-off in
highly-valued technology companies facing a moderating growth outlook and energy companies
hurt by a steep decline in crude oil prices. In this environment of general risk aversion, fixed income
outperformed equities, long-term interest rates fell, the US Dollar appreciated against most major
international currencies and perceived safe havens, such as the Japanese Yen and Gold,
outperformed. While international equities outperformed in the latest quarter, they have lagged in
full year 2018. It is important to note that this more cyclical asset class tends to either strongly
outperform or underperform in any one given year. When the latter occurs is usually a better-thanaverage time for patient, long-term investors to gain exposure here.
In the quarter, non-cyclical sectors such as Utilities, Real Estate, Consumer Staples,
Communication Services and Healthcare outperformed, whereas cyclical sectors such as Energy,
Information Technology, Materials, Consumer Discretionary, Industrials and Financials
underperformed. By region, Developed Asia Pacific outperformed Western Europe and Emerging
Markets outperformed Developed Markets. By style class, we experienced tailwinds as value
outperformed growth and large caps outperformed small caps.
With momentum-based strategies having led markets higher on a multi-year basis, adhering to the
price disciplines of low price earnings and high dividend yield has become all the more important in
providing satisfactory absolute and risk-adjusted returns. We believe that our strategy of buying
shares in strong companies, at attractive valuations and holding them for the long-term (i.e. 5 years)
remains attractive in this environment. This is especially in light of the meaningful
underperformance over several years of international value equities relative to other asset classes,
which could now begin to normalize as international earnings and dividend growth continues.
Portfolio Performance
We outperformed our benchmarks MSCI EAFE and MSCI ACWI ex US this quarter as attractively
valued non-cyclical companies, which we are overweight, outperformed. We continue to believe
that our strategy, which invests in high-quality companies at reasonable valuations, is well
positioned to outperform over a full market cycle while taking on less risk as measured by beta,
standard deviation and/or down-market capture.
Since
Q4
YTD
1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 Year Incept*
SCCM Intl High Div ADR (gross) -11.0
-14.5
-14.5
1.7
-0.3
5.8
4.7
SCCM Intl High Div ADR (net)
-11.1
-14.9
-14.9
1.3
-0.7
5.3
4.2
MSCI EAFE
-12.5
-13.8
-13.8
2.9
0.5
6.3
3.9
MSCI ACWI ex US
-11.5
-14.2
-14.2
4.5
0.7
6.6
4.3
*As of 6/30/2005 through 12/31/2018. Performance for periods greater than 1 year is annualized.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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Sector Attrribution
The largesst contributo
or to relativee performancce was our overweight allocation to Communiication
Services, Healthcare and Consu
umer Staplees and our underweighht allocatioon to Inform
mation
Technolog
gy, Consum
mer Discretiionary, Matterials and Industrialss. We madee these alloocation
decisions based
b
on valuations and
d the visibility and sustaainability of future dividdend streamss while
looking to avoid comp
panies with high
h
levels of
o financial aand/or operaating leveragge. Stock selection
aided us in
n Healthcarre, Commun
nication Serrvices and F
Financials, w
where a diveerse set of lleading
companiess outperform
med, includin
ng Roche, No
ovartis, Teleefonica Brasil, Deutschee Telekom, M
Munich
Re and Zu
urich Insuran
nce. Cash aid
ded performaance during tthe quarter.
The largesst detractor from relativ
ve performaance was ouur stock seleection in En
nergy, Indusstrials,
Informatio
on Technolo
ogy and Ma
aterials. In many casess our portfollio companiees in these sectors
were held back by neg
gative short--term factorss though wee see limitedd, if any, meeaningful imp
mpact to
the long-teerm earning
gs power of these comp
panies. Our overweight allocation to Financiaals and
Energy an
nd our underw
weight to Uttilities and Real
R Estate hhurt perform
mance.

Source: Bloomberg, 12//31/2018
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Country Attribution
A
The largesst contributo
or to relativ
ve performaance was ouur overweigght allocatioon to Switzerland,
United Kin
ngdom, Sing
gapore and our
o underweiight allocatioon to Japan, Belgium, F
France and Finland.
Stock selection aided us
u in Germaany, Switzerlland, Japan, United Kinggdom and N
Netherlands. A
Across
these coun
ntries, strong
g performers were high
h-quality com
mpanies witth below-aveerage cycliccal risk
trading at reasonable
r
valuations
v
in
ncluding Mu
unich Re, Deeutsche Telekkom, Roche, Novartis, N
Nippon
Telegraph & Telepho
one, Diageo,, Unilever and
a NN Grooup. Cash aaided perforrmance duriing the
quarter.
ve performaance was ouur underweigght allocatioon to Hong Kong,
The largesst detractor from relativ
Australia and Spain and
a overweiight allocation to Irelannd, Germanyy and Netheerlands. Wee retain
confidencee in our alllocation deccisions baseed on valuaations and tthe long-term
m outlook of our
portfolio companies.
c
Stock selection hurt us in Irelaand, Hong Kong, Frannce, Australlia and
Singapore as some off our more cyclical
c
hold
dings underpperformed oover the neaar-term, thouugh we
expect thee affected co
ompanies to continue geenerating a sstream of grrowing earniings and divvidends
over the lo
ong-term.

Source: Bloomberg, 12//31/2018
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Purchases:
None.

Sales:
ING Groep N.V.
Netherlands
Financials
Our position in ING Groep was sold during the quarter following a few developments that
constituted a change in our original investment thesis. Against the backdrop of an unexpected
macroeconomic deterioration in Turkey, the rising costs of compliance and know-your-customer
protocols and unanticipated technological challenges in transitioning towards a unified banking
platform, we believe the company’s earnings and dividend growth will be under pressure going
forward. In light of these changes, we decided to reallocate capital among other portfolio holdings
with similar exposures and stronger conviction levels.

Outlook
We continue to believe that our strategy is well positioned from a long-term perspective given the
strong outperformance potential from a reversal of the historically extreme multi-year
underperformance of 1) international versus US equities and 2) value versus growth equities. In this
regard, international equities currently have among the lowest weight in the MSCI World Index in
40 years, at 38.3% versus their long-term average weight of 51.5%, as the performance of world
equities is being dominated by a narrow group of US-domiciled large capitalization growth stocks.
Further, value as a style remains the most out of favor since the Tech Bubble, following which
MSCI World Value returned 75% over the next 7 years (March 2000 – Feb 2007) while MSCI
World Growth posted negative returns. Thus, our international value strategy offers the patient
long-term investor with the ability to benefit from the normalization of two major discounts of
meaningful proportion, all the while collecting an attractive near 5.5% dividend payment.
Given the generally more volatile nature of international markets, maintaining a long-term horizon
becomes key in achieving satisfactory investment results. Below in a study from 1997 to present,
annual returns for six major assets classes are ranked from best performing (top) to worst (bottom).
What we find is that international equities (red) and emerging market equities (orange) are almost
always either the best or worst performing asset class in any single given year. While there is an
element of randomness to this return ranking profile over the short-term, what we find is that over a
forward five year basis, international equities have performed strongest (+100.9%) following a year
of poor performance and conversely have performed weakest (+3.8%) following a year of strong
performance. Thus, it is best to ignore short-term performance when it comes to international
equities and instead to focus on a disciplined approach to investing over the long-term.
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An
nnual Returrns for Key Indices Ran
nked In Ord
der of Perfoormance (19997 - 2018)

Sou
urce: SCCM Research; 112/31/2018*
While fearrs of a slowiing global economy and
d tightening central bankk liquidity hhave contribuuted to
the recent correction in
n asset pricees, our portffolio of comppanies is stilll forecastedd to deliver hhealthy
growth in
n earnings and
a
dividen
nds in 2019
9. Correctioons and/or bear markeets which aare not
accompaniied by a majjor decline in
n earnings teend to be shaallower in booth intensityy and duratioon. Tail
risks whicch would in
nterfere with
h this moree reasonablee outlook include a w
worsening off trade
tensions, a disorderly Brexit
B
and a worsening of financial conditions ggiven the inccrease in corrporate
leverage, especially
e
att US compan
nies. While we are not eentirely imm
mune from aany of these issues,
we have worked
w
hard to position ourselves well
w across a number of these more adverse sceenarios.
For instance, across ou
ur portfolio holdings, we
w remain unnderweight tthe manufactturers and reetailers
of industriial and consu
umer goods,, which may
y be vulnerab
able to trade disruptions.. We have aavoided
going overrweight dom
mestic UK ex
xposure, wh
hich would bbe hurt by a disorderly B
Brexit. Furthher, we
continue to
o retain our non-cyclicaal bias, though somewhaat less so thhan in the paast given valluation
considerations and wo
ould note thaat our portfo
olio holdingss, on averagge, have meaaningfully sttronger
balance sh
heets and credit ratings reelative to thee broad markket.
Following several yearrs of rising asset
a
prices and accomm
modative moonetary policcies, investorrs need
to carefullly balance th
he requirem
ments of risk and rewardd in making prudent invvestment deccisions
and not merely
m
chasee what is working
w
oveer the near--term. For some quarters now wee have
mentioned
d that select pockets
p
of froth
fr
and exccess have deeveloped acrross world m
markets whicch have
no real vaaluation supp
port and aree instead beeing driven by momenttum and funnd flows. A prime
example of this phenomenon is thee until recen
ntly popular cryptocurrenncies which subsequentlly have
declined in
n value by 70-90%. Ano
other examplle is Japanesse growth stoocks, which aided by ulttra-low
interest rattes, have mo
ore than triplled the returrns of MSCII EAFE overr the last fivve years. Thiis is an
important consideratio
on as Japan is the largestt internationaal market presently withh a weight inn MSCI
EAFE of 24.6%.
2
In 2018, while we
w outperformed by moore than 20%
% on days w
when MSCI EAFE
was down, we underperformed for the full yeear as the maarket was led higher on up days by highly
valued mo
omentum and growth sto
ocks. Anoth
her glaring ccase is that oof peripheraal European bonds,
which despite having meaningfully lower creedit quality and higher credit risk, offer lower yields
than on US
S treasuries. Investors neeed to be aw
ware of grow
wing pricing aanomalies of this nature and to
20190116.28
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ensure that they avoid inadvertently gaining exposure to them when using indexed products such as
ETFs. We believe that over the long-term, fundamentals-driven active value investing could
potentially deliver meaningful outperformance relative to passive, less attractively valued,
technically-driven momentum ETFs.
Within Europe, pockets of clear value can be found, though these tend to be in the most cyclical
areas of the market, including in financials and consumer discretionary and some judgement is
required here to discern the sustainability of future earnings and dividends. Within Emerging
Markets, the outlook is varied and in some cases positive given the wide diversity of countries and
companies which fall under this umbrella term, with some countries and companies far better
positioned than others. In Japan, there continues to remain only a limited number of companies
which generate a combination of sustainably high and growing dividend payments. Across all
international equity markets, we remain focused on using our disciplined approach to identify
inefficiencies, whereby we are looking for attractively valued companies introducing new and
innovative products in attractive and growing industries and led by management teams with an
above-average ability to allocate capital efficiently.
With interest rates having been kept low by central banks globally for much of the last decade, the
investment case for international equities often rested on prospects for earnings growth and their
attractive valuation relative to fixed income, which translated into a generous equity risk premium
in excess of 500 basis points. However, following the 2018 sell-off, a clear case can be made for
international equities on the basis of absolute valuation alone. Our portfolio of high quality
companies, for instance, is currently selling for 11.6 times forward earnings, which is the most
attractive valuation level in over five years. We believe that our portfolio companies are currently
trading at meaningful discount to their true intrinsic value, which would value them using
normalized earnings along with a normalized price/earnings multiple.
With equity price multiples having recovered close to historical norms, going forward we believe
that the bulk of returns will be generated via the components of dividend yield and
earnings/dividend growth, which is in line with the long-term norm of equity markets globally. On
both these measures we consider our portfolio to be well positioned with a higher, 5.4% dividend
yield and a faster and more sustainable dividend growth profile relative to the benchmark MSCI
EAFE. In 2018, 84% of our portfolio companies raised their dividend payments by an average of
13.6% YoY. In this regard, strong dividend increasers include Sinopec, Norilsk Nickel, United
Overseas Bank, Lloyds Banking, British American Tobacco, Telefonica Brasil, Nippon Telegraph
& Telephone, Daimler, BNP Paribas, Honda Motor, Smurfit Kappa, BOC Hong Kong, Manulife
Financial and Imperial Brands. With strong balance sheets and continued earnings growth, we
anticipate that this trend will continue in 2019 and beyond.
Best Regards,
Jim Cullen – Portfolio Manager
Rahul Sharma – Portfolio Manager
Pravir Singh, CFA – Director of International Research
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Appendix: Portfolio Exposure and Characteristics as of 12/31/2018
Portfolio Exposure
Sectors

% Asset

Regions

% Asset

Communication Services
Consumer Discretionary
Consumer Staples
Energy
Financials
Health Care
Industrials
Information Technology
Materials
Real Estate
Utilities
Cash
Total

9.8
5.8
12.0
8.8
24.5
15.8
9.2
2.0
4.6
0.0
1.1
6.6
100.0

Developed Asia Pacific
Continental Europe
United Kingdom
North America
Asia Pacific Emerging
Latin America
EMEA

12.2
45.7
23.2
4.3
4.1
1.8
2.2

Developed Markets
Emerging Markets
Cash
Total

85.4
8.1
6.6
100.0

Top 10 Countries

Top 10 Holdings

United Kingdom
Switzerland
Germany
France
Netherlands
Japan
Canada
Singapore
Australia
Ireland

23.2
17.8
11.7
8.4
5.5
4.7
4.3
3.5
2.6
2.4

Novartis
Roche Holdings
Nestle
Zurich Insurance Group
Allianz
United Overseas Bank
Total SA
Munich Re
NN Group
Unilever

3.8
3.3
3.3
3.2
3.0
3.0
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.7

Portfolio Characteristics
Forward Forward
Q4 18
Price /
Dividend LT Debt /
Earnings
Yield
Capital

Est.
LT DPS
Growth

Est.
LT EPS
Growth

Q4 18
Market
Cap

SCCM Intl High Div ADR

11.6

5.4

30.6

7.9

9.6

81.7

MSCI EAFE Index

12.8

3.9

28.9

7.5

10.1

57.7

Source: SCCM Research, BCA Research, Bloomberg

Additional Disclosure: Sector weights, portfolio characteristics, ten largest holdings and other information constitutes
supplemental information. Please see important disclosures listed on the following page.
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*The study referenced is the Callan Periodic Table of Investment Returns which was simplified to include the following asset classes:
International (MSCI EAFE), Emerging Markets (MSCI EM), US Value (S&P 500 Value), US Growth (S&P 500 Growth), Small Cap
(Russell 2000), and Bonds (Bloomberg Barclays Agg.).
Disclosure: Schafer Cullen Capital Management (SCCM or the “Adviser”) is an independent investment advisor registered under the
Investment Advisers Act of 1940. This information should not be used as the primary basis for any investment decision nor should it be
considered as advice to meet your particular investment needs. The portfolio securities and sector weights may change at any time at
the discretion of the Adviser. It should not be assumed that any security transactions, holdings or sectors discussed were or will be
profitable, or that future recommendations or decisions will be profitable or equal the investment performance discussed herein.
Investing in equity securities is speculative and involves substantial risk.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Market conditions can vary widely over time and can result in a loss of portfolio
value. Individual account performance results will vary and will not match that of the composite or model. This variance depends on
factors such as market conditions at the time of investment, and / or investment restrictions imposed by a client which may cause an
account to either outperform or underperform the composite or model’s performance. A list of all recommendations made by SCCM
within the immediately preceding period of not less than one year is available upon request.
The strategy depicted in this report has been managed in accordance with the investment objectives of the strategy as determined by
the Adviser. The Adviser has selected benchmarks, which in their opinion closely resemble the style of the securities held in the
composite or model portfolio of the strategy (e.g. large cap value, small cap value, international, etc.). The securities held in the
composite or model are actively managed while the benchmark index is not. Investors should be aware that the Adviser makes no
attempt to match the portfolio securities, or the security weightings of the benchmark. The composite or model’s performance will be
affected greater by the price movements of individual securities as the composite or model is more concentrated, generally less than
100 securities, while a comparative benchmark will generally have between 500 and 2,500 securities where individual security price
movements have a lesser affect. An individual cannot invest directly in an index.
In the case where this report displays model results, please be aware that such results do not represent actual trading and that results
may not reflect the impact that material economic and market factors might have had on the Adviser's decision-making if the Adviser
were actually managing clients' money.
Model and actual results reflect the deduction of advisory fees, brokerage or other commissions, and any other expenses that a client
would have paid or actually paid (Net of Fee performance) and reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings.
Returns are expressed in US dollars. Gross of fee performance is calculated gross of management fees and custodian fees and net of
transaction costs. Net of fee performance is calculated net of actual management fees and transaction costs but gross of custodian
fees. Past performance does not guarantee future results. Individual account performance will not match the composite and will depend
upon various factors including market condition at the time of investment. It should not be assumed that recommendations made in the
future will be as profitable or surpass the historical performance of the securities in the composite.

The primary benchmark used is the total return indices for the MSCI EAFE Index. The MSCI EAFE Index is a free float-adjusted market
capitalization index that measures the equity market performance of developed markets, excluding the US & Canada.
The MSCI AC World Index ex-U.S. measures stock performance throughout the world, with the exception of U.S.-based companies.
Schafer Cullen Capital Management, Inc. makes no representation that the use of this material can in and of itself be used to determine
which securities to buy or sell, or when to buy or sell them; SCCM makes no representation, either directly or indirectly, that any graph,
chart, formula or other device being offered herein will assist any person in making their own decisions as to which securities to buy,
sell, or when to buy or sell them.
All opinions expressed constitute Schafer Cullen Capital Management’s judgment as of the date of this report and are subject to change
without notice.
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